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Regular lifeguard Job Description:
Nature of Position
Provide constant supervision of the designated supervised swimming area.
Relationship in department
Lifeguards will be directly responsible to the Head Lifeguard and indirectly responsible to the
Island Pool Committee and the Pool Overseer and the line of authority as established by the Pool
Committee.
Major Duties and Responsibilities
Must provide constant supervision of the designated swimming area. This supervision shall at all
times be conducted in a professional courteous manner.
Must report any problems, of any kind, no matter how minor, to the Island Pool Committee and
Pool Overseer, and to the Head Lifeguard.
Must enforce rules and regulations as set down by the Island Pool Committee.
Must, in the event of replacing the Head Lifeguard for any length of time, perform all of the Head
Lifeguard's duties and responsibilities as set down in the Head Lifeguards job description.
Must maintain top physical condition, so as to ensure that, in the vent of an emergency, the
required strength and endurance is not lacking.
Must ensure that one lifeguard is in lifeguard chair at all times.
Lifeguards shall treat all minor and major first aid and injury cases as must as they are able to
according to their qualifications, shall assist in all rescues, and shall refer all major treatments to
the proper medical authorities.
Educate the swimming public to habit and attitudes, which make for safe use of the swimming
pool and gain their cooperation and support by good public relations.
Is responsible to respond effectively to all emergency situations in the pool area.
Shall be familiar with all pool programs and shall be able to provide information on those
programs when asked.
Should report to work at least 15 minutes early and be ready to begin your duties when you step
on pool deck.
Will be required to assist in the implementation of pool programs and special events.

Must keep the lifeguard room clean and tidy at all times.
Must keep area around pool tidy and clean. Before leaving the pool at night, must pick up all
towels and items lying around and put time away.
Responsible to see that all life saving equipment and first aid supplies that are required at a public
pool is complete and in food working order at all times if they are filling in for the Head
Lifeguard.
Must perform their duties and responsibilities as advised by Head Lifeguard. Lifeguards are not
allowed to save regular days off, up for vacation.

